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The time-period in which a piece of art was created has always had an 

effect on the art itself, from the earliest cave drawings made by the first 

homo sapiens to Acute Art, a platform who have worked with the likes 

of Jeff Koons and Marina Abramovic to create artwork within virtu-

al reality. However, not all of artwork makes a statement on the time, 

boldly commenting on the flaws of society with the intention to provoke 

change. Jazz singer Nina Simone, who famously wrote songs about the 

Civil Rights movement in the United States, once said “an artist’s duty is 

to reflect the times”. In this essay, I will be researching into social com-

mentary in artworks from the 20th and 21st century in attempt to shine 

a light on what exactly makes the pieces so effective, and look at the 

different techniques artists use to provoke a change in society.

The first artist I’m going to look at is Barbara Kruger, whose signature 

style consists of monochromatic found imagery, usually of people, with 

typography (usually a contrasting red in colour) that triggers thought 

from the viewer. This results in very visually striking images that stand 

out wherever Kruger chooses to place her work, whether that’s in 

public or in a gallery. Her work I Shop Therefore I Am (figure 1) is a 

commentary on consumerism and materialism in the western world. The 

typography is a parody of Rene Descartes philosophy “I think therefore 

I am”. Swapping out the word ‘think’ for ‘shop’ invites the audience to 

think about how buying things controls their identity. In the world we 

live in our status is decided by how much money we have, and how 

you spend that money determines the kind of person you are. Kruger 

uses slight humour in the work to interrogate the audience and they 

immediately they start thinking about how they spend their money and 

the effect in which that has on them. As well as being shown in galleries, 

this design has been printed on consumer products to widen the reach 

of the message, and also invoke a sense of irony.

In 2004, the United States was at war with Iraq. As with all wars, many 

people died. At the time, American tech giant Apple was advertising the 



iPod with brightly coloured posters of black silhouettes dancing. As a 

response to war, posters parodying the iPod campaign (figure 2) were 

pasted adjacent to the posters. Instead of people dancing, the posters 

consisted of silhouette images of war with the same colour and typo-

graphic schemes to the Apple adverts. The posters read “10,000 Iraqis 

killed. 773 US soldiers dead.” The posters were effective social commen-

tary because they subtly highlighted the injustices of war overseas in 

a way that interrogates the viewer whose eye was caught by the iPod 

advert whilst people were dying in a war many thought was unjustified. 

The adverts were designed to reflect a bad time in American history 

through a time that Apple were showing people dancing at how great 

their product is. This social commentary catches the audience by sur-

prise and interrupts their thoughts to focus on the war.

Interacting with things is more memorable than just looking at 

something. Artists and designers have taken advantage of this to create 

effective awareness campaigns that capture peoples thoughts. One 

of these campaigns was in Cardiff, Wales this Autumn. Dotted around 

the city and surrounding areas were 43 identical sculptures depicting 

a ‘Snowdog’, from the animated film The Snowman and the Snowdog 

(figure 3). Each sculpture was painted in a different, unique design by a 

different artist. The result was a trail that people could look out for when 

they were out and about and brightened up the city for the Autumn. A 

smartphone app was also made available for a small cost and when the 

dogs were removed from the city they were auctioned off individuality. 

All of the money raised went to Ty Hafan, a Welsh childrens hospice. 

It isn’t hard to see why this was an effective awareness campaign. 

For a few months, families and children could look at these dogs with 

interesting, and often humorous designs on them and they became a 

positive part of the city, whilst also being a reminder of the good cause 

they were there for.

 



The fourth piece I’m going to research into demonstrates two effective 

techniques in awareness design. In 2014, Publicis Singapore designed 

Liking Isn’t Helping for Crisis Relief Singapore (figure 4). The campaign 

consists of posters with monochromatic photography of children in the 

third world in horrible, life-threatening situations. Around the children 

are lots of hands with their thumbs up, symbolising Facebook “likes”. 

The campaign is a metaphor for what people do on social media, saying 

pressing the “like” button contributes nothing to help the situation these 

children are in. Firstly, this campaign has harsh imagery like the Iraq 

war iPod parodies however the images are photography rather than 

silhouettes so are a lot more powerful. Secondly, The typography “liking 

isn’t helping” directly condemns the viewer to invoke a sense of guilt, so 

they’re more likely to change their ways because they’ve been directly 

targeted.

The final pieces I’m going to look at in this essay before I conclude are 

the We The People posters (figure 5) by Shepard Fairey. The three 

posters depict BAME (black and minority ethnic) American citizens and 

each poster was originally a two-colour screen print in red and blue, the 

colours of the US flag. The posters were created in 2016 to combat the 

rising feeling of intolerance in the country let by Donald Trump’s presi-

dential bid. Fairey uploaded digital versions of each poster to the inter-

net so anyone could download them and paste them anywhere. What 

is effective about these posters is they relay a positive view of America, 

rather than the negative view a lot of anti-Trump art and design had at 

the time. Like the Snowdogs, these pieces were created to create a pos-

itive campaign. 

Except for the fact that they’re all pieces of visual art. There isn’t one 

answer to the question what makes good awareness art or design?” that 

applies to all of the five examples I’ve given above in terms of aesthetics 

or language. Most of them, like most awareness art, try to change 

people’s perspectives on an issue. However, the Snowdogs encourage 



people to donate and We The People is a reminder of the American 

people. The elements that make up good awareness art are more like 

a group of family resemblances. For example, most of it is negative 

however having a positive take on an issue can also be incredibly 

powerful. A lot of awareness art is deadly serious however a lot of it 

can also be humorous, and the way it goes about changing the viewers 

perspective can also differ, being harsh and interrogative or soft and 

more relatable.

Overall, the one thing that ties all design together is the fact that they 

all want to be as widespread as possible to have the greatest effect. 

This can be widespread in terms of geography and the amount of peo-

ple they connect with, or the amount of time they connect with people 

for. Ultimately, awareness campaigns employ various tactics to stay in 

the viewers memory. These can anything be from designing an interac-

tive experience to printing 10000 copies of your poster and sticking it 

on every billboard in the city.
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